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ABSTRACT

Nuclear propulsion has been studied for many decades. The power density of nuclear fission is much higher
than chemical process, and for missions to outer solar system requiring several hundred of kilowatts, or for
flexible manned missions to Mars requiring several megawatts, nuclear electric propulsion might be the only
option offering a reasonable mass in low earth orbit.
Despite the existence of low power experiences - SNAP10 in the 60’s or Buk/Topaz in the 60-80’s - no high
power reactor has been developed: investment cost, long term timeframe, high technological challenges and
radioactive hazards are the main challenges we must overtake. However, it seems reasonable to look at the
technical challenges that have to be overcome for a next generation of nuclear electric systems for space
exploration.
This paper will present some recent studies going on in France, on space reactors for exploration. Three classes
of power have been considered: 10kWe, 100kWe, and several megawatts.. Available data from previous studies
and developments performed in Russia [1,2], USA [3,4,5,6], and Europe [7,8,9] have been collected and gave us
a large overview of potential technical solutions. This was the starting point of a trade-off analysis aiming at the
selection of the best options, with regards to the technological readiness level in France and Europe. The
resulting preliminary designs will be presented and critical technologies needing maturation activities will be
highlighted.

1. Past and ongoing studies in France
Nuclear energy can be used in space for several purposes: production of electricity for on board power,
planetary surface power, feeding of electric thrusters or production of heat to keep an instrument in a certain
temperature range or to heat propellant (nuclear thermal propulsion). When considering outer solar system
exploration mission, nuclear power sources are often the only possible option for electric propulsion or on board
power. Concerning inner solar system missions, surface reactors might be the only way to provide sufficient
power for manned missions and/or missions based on in-situ resources utilisation processes.
Last launch of a nuclear reactor in space dates from late 80’s (Topaz-1 in 1987 [1]). All reactors that have been
launched in space were under 10kWe and most of them were used in LEO. Today or in the future, based on UNCOPUOS resolutions, space nuclear reactors sources can only be used above a sufficiently high “nuclear safe
orbit” which would guarantee that a diverging reactor would not fall on earth before reaching a sufficiently low
level of residual activity.

For this reason and also because of progress in solar cell efficiency, main interest of nuclear reactors is now
expected to be in higher power ranges, from several tens of kW to several megawatts for exploration missions.
Lower power levels reactors (a few kilowatts) could be very interesting for missions to outer solar system as a
replacement of the current radio-isotope thermal generators who use very expensive, scarce and radioactive Pu238.
Europe and specially France (CEA), have large competencies and backgrounds in nuclear reactors. Europe also
has Ariane 5 launcher which has the potential to bring a nuclear electric vehicle on a sufficiently high orbit.
Three studies had previously been done within CNES and CEA: ERATO project (sodium, lithium and gascooled concepts) [7] in the 80’s, MAPS project [10] in the 90’s (nuclear thermal propulsion) and the most recent
OPUS project (gas cooled reactor) [9, 11, 12] in the early 00’s. In 2009, CNES resumed its work on nuclear
electric propulsion with the aim of evaluating, with the help of AREVA TA and CEA/DEN/DANS/DM2S,
which technologies could be used for different power levels and which would be technologies Europe would be
most likely to be interested in. The idea was to start from the widest panel of technology as possible for all subsystems and to carefully trade them off. Such trade-offs were performed for a wide range of power levels :
10kW, 100kWe and 1-10MWe. In order to evaluate in deeper detail the achievable specific mass, two options
were further studied through a preliminary design phase for the 100kWe power level a gas-cooled reactor
coupled with a Brayton cycle and a liquid cooled reactor coupled with thermo-elements.

This paper will first describe the trade-off that has been performed for 100kWe and the two associated
preliminary designs because it was our first and most detailed study, involving CEA and AREVA. It will then
present the preliminary results of the trade-offs we have performed these last years with AREVA on the MW
power level on the 10kWe power level.

2. Overview of possible technologies for a 100kWe space propulsion reactor
2.1 Specifications for the 100kWe power level
Specifications for the 100kWe system were the following:
•
•
•
•

Specific mass of 30 kg/kW (reactor, conversion, shielding and radiator)
3 years of operation on a 10 year mission (restart capability)
Fitting under Ariane 5 fairing
Compatible with a mid-term development timeframe

In order to identify and compare a wide range of possible technologies, a large bibliographical study has been
performed including former works at AREVA TA (LuNPS, FPS), CEA (ERATO,OPUS) and available
literature.

2.2 Possible technologies for the core and shield
In order to reach the specified specific mass which is quite ambitious, a high core temperature is needed: this
reduces radiator size and allows to optimize energy conversion efficiency. Fuel and core material have thus to
be refractory.
Fuels that were identified as good candidates for this project are UO2 and UC. UC and UN are denser that UO2
and offer a better thermal conductivity but are more difficult to produce. However, there is no production
facility of UN in Europe so we only considered UC and UO2 in our trade-off.
Several claddings (SiC, Nb-1Zr, Mo-Re, …) have been considered.
Concerning neutron spectrum, both fast and thermal option have been traded-off. Choice of spectrum should be
done considering mass optimization (volume of moderator/volume of fuel), level of enrichment and
temperature.
Two levels of enrichment have been considered (be it for UC or UO2) for both fast and thermal spectrum.
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Low enrichment level option (19,75%) was studied in order to see if a solution was possible in case use of
highly enriched fuel (93%) would be strictly prohibited. However, it is clear that this solution is not compatible
with the specific mass requirement.
In case of a thermal spectrum, ZrH2 and BeO moderators would be good candidates depending on the
temperature range.
Candidate materials for reflector are metallic Beryllium or Beryllium oxide depending on temperature.
Shielding design has to take into account several factors (power level and neutron energy spectrum of the core,
materials, shape,…). Tungsten offers a good protection against gamma rays. Several materials are candidates for
protection against neutrons, among them 6Li, 6LiH, and 10B4C. One can note that choosing a fast spectrum
reactor core will imply a higher mass for shielding because neutrons are more energetic than in a thermal
spectrum reactor. However fat spectrum stays more mass effective.

2.3 Possible technologies for the primary loop
The reactor coolant can be either liquid or gaseous.
For liquids, Li, Na, Na-K, Sulfur or Rubinium have been considered. Na-K has a lower utilisation temperature
than Li and Sulfur or Rubinium are well adapted to Rankine cycle because they have a low boiling point.
For gases, properties that are valuable are thermal conductivity and specific heat but also density (for the gas
turbine). Candidates are He, Ne, or a He-Xe mixture.

2.4 Possible technologies for conversion
Heat extracted from the core can be converted in electricity by several modes, which relevancy depends on the
choice of coolant, working temperature and the amount of output power.
Conversion can be either static (thermo-electric, thermo-ionic, Alkali-metal thermoelectric) or based on
thermodynamic cycles (Stirling, Brayton, Rankine/Hirn, thermo-acoustic).
Thermoelectric and thermo-ionic conversions have already been used in space applications, and have no moving
parts, which is better for reliability. Theoretically both technologies could be scalable to the level of MW. But,
as a drawback, both have poor efficiency (<7%) and become less interesting in term of specific mass at higher
power levels.
Dynamic conversions offers better efficiency (15-30%) but also have drawbacks linked to their very nature:
moving parts - except for thermo-acoustics coupled with MHD-, transients, mechanical stress cycles. Stirling
generator can be an interesting solution for limited power levels (dozens of kW), Brayton cycle can be
interesting for intermediate and high power levels (from 100kW to multi-MW level); thermo-acoustics might
theoretically be scaled up to MW level also,and Rankine/Hirn cycle is more adapted to multi-MW power level.

2.5 Possible technologies for cold source (radiators)
Radiator is a main concern when dealing with space nuclear propulsion: their large size and mass can lead to
potentially blocking issues for the interest and feasibility of using nuclear electric propulsion: if they are too big
a complex deployment system becomes necessary and leads to an even higher mass, making the system less
competitive in term of mass and reliability. Moreover, radiators have to be robust and must tolerate (at least
partially) meteorite impacts.
Radiator temperature is the result of a system optimization: the higher the temperature is the lower the mass of
the radiator will be but the higher the temperature is the lower the conversion efficiency will be.
“Cold” radiators (450K) are more adapted to dynamic conversion: they can be based on gas circulation helped
by a compressor, heat pipes or droplet radiator.
“Hot” radiators (>700K) can be based on liquid metal, heat pipes and are well adapted to static conversion.

3. System trade-off methodology applied for the 100kWe power level
In order to choose the best options for system integration, following aspects have been considered for main
technological choices:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feasibility
Maturity of the concept
Performances
Operating conditions
Compatibility with system level
Programmatic risks
European independence
Scalability

The two main possible concepts considering our specification in term of power, specific mass, mid-term
application and above mentioned criteria are:
• Liquid metal cooled reactor coupled with thermo-electric conversion
• Gas cooled reactor coupled with a direct Brayton cycle
Within those two options, a wide range of combination of technologies mentioned in §2 are relevant. In
order to be able to compare them fairly, simplified models of the different subsystems have been used to
evaluate the global system performances of various combinations.

3.1 Reactor system trade-off methodology
Simplified models have been set up in order to evaluate and compare several core design options.

Figure 1: Simplified neutronic model
For neutronic analysis, a simplified homogeneous model, based on neutronic CEA code APOLLO2 [13] with
axial symmetry has been used, as schematically described in Fig.1. This model allows determining core size,
mass and initial reactivity as a function of fuel cell type, moderation ratio, materials, power to be extracted and
life time requirement. Mechanism of the core design is described in Fig.2.
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Input data :
• Fuel cell type
• Moderation ratio
• Thermal power to be extracted
• Operating time
Computation of a fuel cell
in an infinite medium
Determination
of volume
power

Research of critical size
(orthocylindrical reflected core)
Computation of cell evolution in
infinite medium (burn-up)

Core capable of
operating for a
given duration at a
given power

Figure 2: Core Design Process
Concerning core thermal analysis, a semi-analytical simple model has been used in order to compute parametric
studies on shape factor and power distribution in the core, based on CEA code CAST3M [16]. This model
allows to evaluate maximum temperature reached by the coolant in the core, the fuel and the cladding, and to
identify high temperature gradients.
In total, 9 core designs have been analysed: 6 with liquid cooling and 3 with gas cooling.
The 6 combinations studied for liquid cooled core are either with Na-K or 7Li as a coolant. Na-K versions use
steel for cladding and ZrH2 for moderation with a coolant temperature of 1073K and a fuel temperature of
1473K. 4 versions of Na-K cooled cores have been considered differing by the fuel (UC or UO2) and its
enrichment level (either 19.75% or 93.5%). Versions using 7Li as a coolant use Mo-Re for cladding and no
moderator given the operating temperature. Fuel temperature is 2273K and coolant temperature is 1473K. Fuel
considered is UC with 2 possible levels of enrichment. Two combinations considered for gas cooled versions are
based on He-Xe mixture at 1473K with BeO as a moderator and one without moderator (fast spectrum). Fuel is
at 1773K and the 3 variants depend on fuel and enrichment (UC with either 19.75 or 93.5% and UO2 at 93.5%).
Moreover, all those designs have been studied with 2 levels of thermal power: 1700kWth, for coupling with
thermoelectric conversion (poor efficiency), and 350kWth, for coupling with dynamic conversion (better
efficiency).
Study of those numerous configurations have led to identify main tendencies regarding impact of design choice
on mass and size of the reactor. For example it gives some very interesting orders of magnitude: use of highly
enriched fuel in a Na-K cooled scheme allows to decrease reactor mass by a factor 2 with a low operating
temperature associated with a thermal spectrum. In other hand, a high operating temperature (Li coolant)
requires a fast spectrum with highly enriched fuel to optimize the mass.
In the case of gas cooled reactor, the main results concerning its mass are that a fast spectrum is optimum and
thus the impact of power level requirement is quite low.

3.2 Conversion system trade-off methodology
The logic of evaluation of the different candidates for conversion and their operating conditions are described in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Conversion evaluation logic
In term of temperature, several operating domains can be identified with regard to materials. Those domains are
represented in Figure 4.
Known and
qualified materials

Knowns but not
qualified materials
900 K

Potential materials
not qualified
1200 K

Figure 4: Temperature domains
For thermoelectric conversion, a specific simplified model has been done following scheme proposed in Figure
5.
ZT is the figure of merit of the material used for thermo-electricity (Yb14MnSb11, La2Te3 and nano Si-Ge
have been considered), it takes into account conductivity properties, Seebeck coefficient and hot and cold
temperatures. Efficiency is calculated as a function of ZT and of hot and cold temperatures [14].
These models allow to obtain optimized results and looping trough different inputs (temperature or materials) to
conduct the trade-off analysis as shown in Figure 6 (valid for a given hot temperature).
Calculation of de ZT=f(Thot,Tcold,material)

Calculation of
efficiency

Thermal power

Power to be
evacuated

Exchange area
and mass of
thermoelectricity

Area and mass of
radiator

Figure 5: Simplified thermoelectric conversion model
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Figure 6: Core Sizing
For Brayton cycle, a similar approach was used and a simplified model was built. The model is based on perfect
gas classic relations and abacus for mass of main elements as a function of their power.
For estimation of radiator area and thus mass, simplified models have been used (either based on Stefan
Boltzman relation in case of a constant temperature model or on a low in 1/T3 for radiator with fluid circulation
model).
Those models allows to compare roughly the impact of material choice and operating temperatures in order to
find the best solution at system level to respect the objective in term of specific mass.

4. Design of the two options for 100kWe
The final trade-off for choosing one configuration of each type was done with the following criteria, in order of
priority:
1. specific mass, cost and operating versatility
2. reliability and safety
3. maturity of technologies
4. European independence
5. growth potential towards MW scale

4.1. Gas cooled reactor with direct Brayton conversion
Chosen fuel is UO2 enriched at 93% with a fast spectrum and core design consists of Bistructural Isotropic
coated particles (BISO) [15] in a graphite matrix. Structural material are alloys of Nb-Zr-C (for hot side) and of
Al-Sn-Zr (for cold side). Reflectors are made of Be (mobile shutters to control reactivity or control drums) and
BeO (located inside the vessel).
In order to avoid criticality accident in case of launch failure, the core is composed of 4 separable sub-critical
parts.
The weight of the core is 770kg.
Careful system optimization using the previously mentioned models leads to choose high core temperatures
(880K at inlet and 1300K outlet). The use of a heat exchanger/regenerator allows further system mass
optimization (inlet temperature 950K, outlet temperature 550K).
Brayton cycle is made more reliable by including redundancies in the design: 3 turbines designed for 50% of
power, 2 radiators designed for 50% of power.
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This solution offers a system specific mass which is slightly above the specification (33kg/kW) but which offers
a nice growth potential towards higher thrust. A views of the concept is given in figure 7.

Figure 7: View of the system for gas cooled concepts
Critical technologies have been identified in order to build preliminary development logic: core (compacity,
axial reflector), mechanisms for the reactivity control mobile shutters or drums (which will have to be very
reliable and to work at high temperatures). Gas turbine and radiators are the critical technologies for the Brayton
cycle.
Shielding mass and volume impact very strongly on system performances.
Instrumentation will also need specific developments for reaching those high temperatures.
The preliminary development logic that has been proposed by CEA identifies several important steps:
development of a Brayton cycle prototype with a non-nuclear power source, development of a core prototype to
qualify fuel and core parameters and finally the assembly of a flight prototype tested at zero power.

4.2 Liquid metal cooled reactor with thermoelectric conversion
Liquid metal cooled core concept is based on highly enriched UO2 needles coated by Mo-Re in a graphite
matrix. Core is divided in small hexagonal sectors, each of them having a space in the center for a Li heat pipe.
Core is very compact and its reactivity is controlled by Be-B4C drums. In case of an accident at launch, core
should be separated in sectors that stay sub-critical whatever the conditions (compacting, wet sand,..)
For conversion, hot and cold heat pipes and thermo-elements are organized in an annular way as can be seen in
Figure 8.

Figure 8: View of a thermo-electric conversion unit
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Each thermoelectric conversion unit is made of 20 thermo-elements. Size of exchange area, length of thermoelement legs and number of units by heat pipe have been carefully optimized using models.
Hot side of the system can be seen in Figure 9. Hot temperature is 1300K and heat pipe walls are made of NbZr.
On cold side, potassium heat pipe made with titanium are used.

Figure 9: View of the system for Liquid metal cooled concept with heat pipes (in core and for radiator)
Two power levels have been studied in deeper details: 1,7MWth and 2MWth. Option with 1700MWth offers a
slightly better specific mass (34kg/kW) but is less compact (radiator of 124m² against 99m² for 2Mwth).
Critical components of the design have been identified:
- core (needles and fuel assemblies)
- command mechanisms, that have to work with a good reliability at high temperatures
- emergency shutdown strategy that has to be defined
- heat pipes: their assumed performances have to be validated
Of course, radiators mass and volume is also critical and as previously said for the gas-cooled concept, specific
instrumentation might have to be developed.
In term of development logic, feasibility of core assembly and selection of fabrication processes should be dealt
with well in advance. Pre-qualification mock-ups should be done for both hot and cold heat pipes and for
thermo-electric conversion in order to check system performances.
After this pre-qualification process, a ground prototype should be built before the flight model.

5. Trade-off performed for 1 to 10kW power level and first results
5.1 Trade-off at subsystem level
For this power range, trade-off concentrated on the following items:
• the reactor
• the shield
• the balance of plant (conversion system + radiator)
Other components, such as power management and distribution system, structure, instrumentation and control,
have not been assessed.
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5.2 Reactor
As for our 100 kWe study, UO2 was selected for the fuel because of its availability and the wide pre-existing
operational experience.
On the spectrum of the reactor, (fast or thermal). Previous studies [17] carried out under ESA contract (LuNPSFPS) have shown that for limited operating temperature, thermal reactors are more attractive in terms of critical
diameter and mass. For example, the figure below shows a critical diameter of 32cm for a fast neutron reactor
with a Beryllium reflector (red triangle), while the diameter is limited to roughly 22cm for a moderated reactor
(blue triangles, also with a Beryllium reflector).

Figure 1: LuNPS-FPS by AREVA: concept (left)– Critical diameter vs moderator (right)
However, the operating temperature of thermal reactors is limited by the moderator. So, if high temperature is
required, the only option is the fast reactor. It is heavier but has the advantage of low core wear (-70
pcm/GWd/t).
The fuel configuration selected for the trade-off phase consists of hexagonal fuel elements, based on the rods or
pins developed in France for fast reactors. The reactor is cooled by liquid metal heat pipes. Indeed, at this power
range, heat pipes are the best option: the power per pipe is reasonable and a completely passive, simple device is
preferred to pumps even if the latter are electromagnetic. The preliminary assumption for the fuel elements is
shown in Figure 2. Their manufacture has not been addressed at this stage, nor thermal analysis. Deeper analysis
is necessary.

Figure 2: Fuel configuration: thermal on left (vol ZrH/vol UO2=2), fast on right
A neutronic model for the fast neutron option, based around an orthocylindrical core, has been completed. This
model confirms previous studies and refines some parameters. The reactivity margin is only 4300pcm roughly
for a core diameter of 33cm with a 10cm reflector. Thus, in order to have sufficient reactivity margin, this leads
to a Beryllium reflector thickness of 8cm minimum. The mass of the reactor has been calculated on this basis. It
gives from 178kg for a thermal reactor (25cm in diameter) to 250kg (40cm in diameter), and 340kg to 365kg for
a fast neutron reactor (32 cm in diameter) depending on the cladding materials.
The reactivity control system has not been designed. At this stage of the trade-off, it is considered to be included
in the reflector mass (i.e. moving parts such as drums, shutters, or a sliding reflector), and different options
should not have a significant impact on the assessment.
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5.3 Shielding
The shield has a conical shape. The material options are conventional: LiH for neutrons and tungsten for gamma
protection. From previous studies [17], a density of 1.89 was assumed and the following simple model for
neutron attenuation was used:

φOUT = φ IN × e − kx where x is the thickness of the shield

(1)

This model, consistent with previous studies [18,19], is satisfactory for a trade-off but it gives values slightly
higher than the Russian reactors and those in the literature, notably [20]. The comparison is not easy since many
parameters drive the shield mass. Whatever the accuracy of the model, the objective is to carry out a parametric
analysis. This analysis has been performed, with assumptions as to the reactor geometry (H/D), permissible flux
(1011 or 1012 n/cm²), the boom length, and the diameter of the protected area.
Shield mass vs protected diameter at 5m
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Figure 3: Shield mass assessment
One conclusion is that the main shield mass driver is the geometry of the spacecraft. Indeed, while, on the one
hand, protection of a large area is very costly in mass, on the other hand, reducing the distance between
shielding and payload can save a significant mass, as shown in figure 3. Neutron fluence has less of an effect.

5.4 Balance of plant (conversion system + radiator)
By balance of plant we mean the thermal to electric power conversion system, including the cold source. Many
technological options have been examined, but the options finally selected are standard: thermoelectricity,
Stirling cycle machines and Brayton cycle machines. Thermionic generation has been discarded because of the
lack of technology in Europe, where R&D stopped about 20 years ago. Other options such as
thermophotovoltaics are not considered mature enough.
The Rankine cycle could be considered as a good candidate, but its feasibility is too uncertain. Managing a twophase flow cycle in microgravity is possible, but this would require a number of devices, lowering the system
robustness and making the operations very complex.
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Thermoelectricity has the advantage of being passive, without moving parts. Despite its low efficiency, it has
been considered as a very good candidate at this low power range where, regardless of the efficiency, the
rejected heat remains low. It has been assessed by existing models at medium temperature (850K) for which a
solution is available in France (MgSi-MnSi), and high temperature (1100 to 1300K) based on SiGe. The mass
assessment is based on a draft design, where the radiators are based on heat pipes.
Assessment of the Stirling generator is based on American data, since no Stirling generator is currently available
in Europe. Efficiency was taken to be 50% of Carnot, which is conservative. The design is based on the NASADOE study [20] and mass assessment is based on projections of the study [21] of the Space Research Institute.
The hot temperature is 850K for the baseline, then 1100K. An operating temperature of 850K was used to allow
coupling with a thermal reactor. The 1100K case, closer to ASRG US technology, needs a fast reactor. The
radiator is also based on heat pipes.
A Brayton loop has also been modeled, though with significant uncertainties due to the lack of experimental
data. A first assessment has been carried out on the basis of a preliminary design. The turbine temperature is
taken to be 1300K, and the radiator is a direct circulation type. The uncertainties are more significant for the
balance of plant based on the Brayton cycle than for the other technologies where experience or data are
available. However it is considered relevant at this stage in the trade-off process.
All models provide the specific mass and efficiency functions of the cold source temperature, then the optimum
operating point of the conversion subsystem. The results of the assessment are given in Figure 4 below. The
figures relate to the draft design of each conversion system, and are probably not optimized. A more accurate
design could give different figures. Consequently these figures are to be taken as orders of magnitude only, and
the analysis must consider them as relative, rather than absolute, values.
A Stirling machine at 850K and medium temperature thermoelectric converters appear to have the same specific
mass. The best specific mass is attained using high temperature technologies, which is to be expected.
Thermoelectric conversion at 1300K appears to have the best specific mass, but at this temperature Brayton also
seems to be an attractive option. The specific mass of the Stirling machine at 1100K appears to be close to that
for Brayton.

Figure 4: Balance of plant assessment (at 5kWe)
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5.5 Trade-off at system level
The overall system performance is assessed on the basis of the subsystems' figures. Performance of the balance
of plant is integrated with reactor and shielding, whose mass will depend on the temperature (fast or thermal
spectrum) and the thermal power needed, with due regard to the conversion efficiency. PMADs which have not
been modeled have been set at 100kg. I&C is taken to be 75kg for thermo-electrics, and 150kg for Stirling and
Brayton, which are significantly more difficult to control (starting sequence, synchronization, redundancy, etc.).
Brayton needs to be equipped with a starter, which adds a mass penalty. Structure and margin are fixed at 20%
of the calculated mass. These assumptions are entirely approximate, but it is assumed that they are not so
important at the trade-off stage, whose purpose is to compare the different options.
Several cases are calculated, with different assumptions relating to the geometry of the system (boom length,
protected area), in order to assess the sensitivity of these parameters within the options selected.
The first case is a 5m boom, i.e. where the payload is directly mounted after the conversion system (the
conversion system is assumed to need about 5 meters behind the shielding). This is the most compact monolithic
option (the boom is fixed, and there is no deployable structure). The diameter of the area protected at 5m behind
the shielding is 2m.

System mass (boom 5m, diameter 2m)
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Figure 5: System mass - Baseline
The Stirling machine is the most attractive, and has the advantage of good efficiency when coupled with a
thermal reactor. At 10kWe, 1300K thermoelectric generation becomes competitive. A 1100K Stirling based
system has been assessed, with a mass close to, but slightly greater than, the 850K case: the penalty due to the
higher mass of the fast reactor is partially balanced by the better conversion efficiency.
To assess the impact of the spacecraft geometry, two other cases have been studied. The order has not been
changed, but if a large protected area is needed, then the thermal spectrum option is clearly the best candidate.
Indeed if the performances of 1300K thermoelectric generation and 850K Stirling were equivalent for the
baseline case, then with a large protected area, the thermoelectric option is no more competitive.
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Figure 6: System mass –effect of boom and protected area

5.4 Conclusion
This study gives orders of magnitude for the performance of the candidate technologies, for a space fission
power system within the range from 1kWe to 10kWe. Our conclusions are:
•
•

spacecraft geometry is a significant parameter for system optimization, and should also be taken into
consideration for the selection of the system technology,
The Stirling option is attractive, especially when using a thermal reactor. Brayton is less attractive in
this power range, and the Stirling machine's nearest competitor is thermoelectric generation.

Besides the system performance, a road map towards higher power systems must be considered. This leads us to
consider the Stirling as also being useful for radioisotope power systems and to conclude that high temperature
fast reactors will be unavoidable for the higher power ranges. Hence we recommend selection of a Stirling
system coupled with a fast reactor technology rather than a thermal reactor. The mass penalty incurred by this
choice at 10kWe is insufficiently great to lead to the selection of a thermal spectrum which would be used only
in this power range.
A draft design of the complete system, as illustrated below, has been completed. The option is not a
conventional Stirling machine, in which pistons are a disadvantage, but rather a Stirling-based thermoacoustic
system.

Figure 7: Draft design
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6. Trade-off performed for the MW power level and first results
When aiming at megawatt power level, radiator size becomes highly critical because thousands of square meter
could be needed depending on radiator temperature (high, around 800K, or low, around 400K) and conversion
system efficiency. Trade-off efforts have thus been focused on conversion cycle and radiator technologies more
than on the reactor itself.

6.1 Comparison of radiator technologies
The followings heat rejection architectures were assessed:
• Direct flow radiator: the working fluid circulates in ducts which exchange heat directly with radiators.
• Indirect flow radiator: the work fluid first exchanges heat with a coolant fluid through a heat exchanger.
The coolant fluid then exchanges heat with the radiator.
These architectures could be combined with the followings radiator technologies:
• Radiant panel radiator: the flow circulates through the panels exchanging heat directly through the duct
wall.
• Heat pipe radiator: the heat exchange is performed by heat pipes whose evaporators are located on the
coolant duct. Then the condensers of the heat pipe exchange heat with panels. The heat pipes could be
considered as a passive heat transfer loop.
• Droplet radiator: the coolant is scattered in droplet form, creating a droplet stream which allows a great
exchange surface with space. Then the coolant is recovered by a collector and pumped back in the
cooling circuit.
The radiator shape was also taken into account: radiant panels could be arranged following several shapes like
cross, cylindrical, polygonal, etc. The plane radiator design has been chosen because he had the best weight/area
ratio and it optimizes the heat exchange with space when it is well positioned (parallel to sun rays).
Weight, area and reliability were assessed in order to choose a radiator technology and following this criteria,
the heat pipe radiator has been chosen because of its low weight, good reliability (even if a heat pipe runs out of
fluid – for example in case of leakage consecutive to a damage-, it does not impede the operating of others heat
pipes around), heat pipes are a proven technology that provides redundancy and passive operation.
The technology readiness level of the droplet radiator has been definitively considered too low to meet the
requirements and by now, we can not define evolution axis which could make this solution credible.

6.2 Comparison of conversion cycles
Technologies we have assessed for multi megawatts conversion are: thermoelectric, thermoïonic, AMTEC,
thermophotovoltaïc for static conversions, and Stirling cycle, thermoacoustic, Brayton cycle (including two
optional designs: use of supercritical fluid and use of a magnetohydrodynamic generator instead of a turbine),
Rankine cycle (including an optional design using a magnetohydrodynamic generator instead of a turbine) for
dynamic conversion.
Performances of each cycle in terms of mass, radiator area needed, assembling, reliability, operating, complexity
of electrical energy distribution for propulsion motors, uncertainties concerning technical feasibility were
evaluated for each conversion technology. Each performance was graded between 1 and 10 for every conversion
technology, allowing a global ranking of different technologies.
As a conclusion Brayton dynamic cycle with a high temperature of 1600K is recommended because of:
a. the good performances it presents for a multi megawatt system, for example at 5MWe: a 1500 m²
radiator area (for an outlet temperature of 530K) and a conversion / radiator specific mass of 6 kg/kWe,
b. the good faith in the technologic developments needed (i.e for high temperature materials) in next
year’s due to past and future use in others industries (aeronautics, energy production),
c. the possibility of developing prototypes on earth with good representativeness compared to a Rankine
option,
d. the possibility to develop prototypes in a large range of powers, allowing a progressive qualifying
program.
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In term of specific mass and radiator panel size, influence of turbine inlet temperature is of major importance. If
turbine inlet temperature is decreased from 1600K to 1300K, conversion mass is slightly bigger but radiator area
and mass are doubled, increasing conversion and radiators specific mass from 6 to 10 kg/kWe.
Rankine conversion cycle is expected to allow further reduction of specific mass (around 5 kg/kWe for
conversion and radiators at 5MWe) and radiator size (around 500 m² at 5MW) but its main problem is the
mastering 2 phase flow operation in zero-G environment, particularly for transient phases. Not only would it be
more difficult to master than a Brayton cycle, even with high temperatures, but it would also be much more
difficult to qualify with ground prototypes. Thus its development would need zero-G experiments which greatly
impacts development costs, time and might even question its feasibility.

6.3 Ongoing activities at national level
We are currently working on a dedicated turbine study and pre-design with Snecma specialists in order to
consolidate the turbine inlet temperature and efficiencies we can aim at. This should allow us to go further in
trading-off various design options for Brayton architecture (direct or indirect loop, interest of a recuperator,
etc..).

6.4 Ongoing activities at European level: MEGAHIT project
Nuclear propulsion and power sources are essential and enabling key assets for exploration. However,
associated technological developments require important financial efforts that can probably only take place in
the frame of an international collaboration, sharing the efforts as this has been the case for the International
Space Station.
Until now, studies in Europe were limited to independent national studies or studies involving only a limited
number of the potential stakeholders who could be interested to take part of the development of such a system it
were to start. That is why the European Commission funded the MEGAHIT project (http;//www.megahiteu.org). This project is funded under the 7th Framework Programme for Research and Technological
Development, is a Supporting Action aiming at building a European roadmap for Megawatt level nuclear
electric propulsion, in preparation of the Horizon 2020 programme, the next research and development
programme from the European commission, from 2014 to 2020 and beyond. The MEGAHIT project approach is
driven by the involvement of all interested European and Russian stakeholders (research, industry and agencies)
in this road-mapping exercise. This approach will allow building a scientific and technical community on the
topic in Europe and Russia. Potential collaboration opportunities at international level with other space fairing
nations will be included. A workshop on invitation is planned in Brussels in December 2013.

7. Conclusion
For all application, UO2 was selected for the fuel because of its availability and the wide pre-existing
operational experience. A high operating temperature with a fast spectrum has been chosen to optimize the mass
of the overall system.
Our studies confirmed the optimum balance of plant (conversion system + radiator) depends on the power range
considered.
For 100 kWe, two options have gone under preliminary design for this power level:
a. Gas cooled reactor with Brayton conversion and direct circulation radiator.
b. Lithium cooled reactor with thermoelectric conversion and potassium heat-pipes for radiator.
Both options lead to a specific mass of less than 35kg/kW and can fit under Ariane 5 fairing.
Critical technologies have been identified for both designs and preliminary development logic has been
evaluated.
For 1-10kW, the Stirling cycle option is attractive, especially when using a thermal reactor. But we recommend
however using a fast spectrum for growth potential. Brayton is less attractive in this power range, and the
Stirling machine's nearest competitor is thermoelectric generation. For radiator, heat pipes are preferred.
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In a longer term time-frame, megawatt power level conversion technologies have also been studied and tradedoff. Brayton cycle is the favoured option.
Rankine would offer even better performance but its main problem is the mastering 2 phase flow operation in
zero-G environment, particularly for transient phases. Thus its development would need zero-G experiments
which greatly impacts development costs, time and might even question its feasibility.
Finally, efforts have been started to build a consensual roadmap at European level involving all the stakeholders
in the frame of the MEGAHIT project.
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